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ABSTRACT  

Mixtures of recycled tyre aggregates and common granular geo-material such as gravel and sand have been widely used 

for various applications in geotechnical engineering, such as backfill, lightweight construction geomaterial and pavement 

subbase layers. The mechanical properties and characteristics of various soft-rigid granular blends has been extensively 

studied in the past. The main objective of these studies is to determine suitable mix designs for different applications and 

provide a better understanding of material response under applied loads. Experimental and numerical studies indicate the 

paramount importance of particle interaction at the microscale on the response of the soft-rigid granular mixtures at the 

macro scale. The stark contrast in stiffness (or flexibility) of soft tyre particles to rigid sand or gravel particles, means that 

in the soft-rigid mixtures under shearing or compressive loads, the deformation of soft tyre particles and continuous 

change of shape and contact area and hence constant evolution of frictional resistance plays an important role in the 

behaviour of these blends. In the present research mixtures of gravel and tyre particles in a range of volume ratios and 

size ratios were modelled using DEM (discrete element method) and calibrated to match one-dimensional compressibility 

experimental data obtained by the team. The effect of the shape of soft particles on the compressive response of soft-rigid 

granular mixtures is studied through rolling resistance in DEM. The role of rolling friction is studied in detail. Rolling 

resistance is found to be an important parameter to simulate the behaviour of the particle shape of these mixtures. 

Microscopic studies like spin analysis and share of contact force is performed to understand the observed response better. 

However, the increase in rolling resistance value beyond a calibrated value is found to have little impact on the 

macroscopic behaviour of these mixes. 
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1. Introduction 

Soft-rigid granular mixtures such as tyre aggregates 

and gravel or sand is a viable solution to replace the 

conventional granular mixes such as sand and gravel. 

Further uptake on soft-rigid granular mixes can help in 

reducing the use of regular geomaterials and enhance the 

use of waste materials such as waste tyre aggregates 

which can ultimately help to curb environmental 

pollution. Several researchers in the past have studied 

these mixes using experimental and numerical techniques 

to determine optimum mix design corresponding to 

required strength and stiffness at the micro and macro 

levels (Lee et al., 2009; Lee et al., 1999; Liu et al., 2020; 

Lopera et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018,Fonseca et al., 

2019). In the optimum mix, size and shape of soft tyre 

particles play a crucial role in controlling the mechanical 

properties of the mixture. For instance, (Lee et al., 2007) 

and (Kim & Santamarina, 2008) used soft particles of 

size 1/4th and 10 times of the rigid particles, respectively. 

The results indicate that the strength and stiffness of the 

mixture decreases with increasing the volume of the soft 

particles in the mix. However, segregation is found to be 

a major concern with higher percentage of soft particle 

addition. In order to reduce the repetitive experimental 

effort in determining the mix design performance, 

Discrete Element Modelling is used to provide DEM 

based microstructural analysis as a viable alternative. Use 

of DEM in studying soft-rigid granular mixture has been 

quite common given the particulate nature of the soft-

rigid granular mixtures and the ability of DEM to provide 

information at particulate level. Asadi et al., 2018a; 

Asadi et al., 2018b performed a series of experiments and 

DEM simulations replicating these mixes to capture the 

particle-scale response of material. Microscopic analysis 

using DEM is challenging due to the soft nature of tyre 

particles and evolving shape caused by compression. A 

few studies considered generating realistic tyre particles’ 

shape in DEM, while majority of the studies assumed 

idealized spherical particles. Introducing advanced 

contact law such as rolling resistance can overcome 

shape related issues associated to soft-rigid mixture 

simulation in DEM. Liu et al., 2020 performed true 

triaxial test using DEM using rolling resistance linear 

contact model. The present study provides a detailed 

analysis on the efficacy of rolling friction as a proxy to 

soft particle shape in DEM for particulate study of soft-

rigid granular mixtures.  

2. Experimental Investigation 

In the present study, experimental analysis by Raessi 

et al. (2021) from our research team on the mechanical 

behaviour of crushed rock (CR) mixed with tyre-derived 

rubber granulates is used for the calibration purpose. 1D 

compression or oedometer experiments were conducted 



 

with four different soft (rubber) volume fractions (0%, 

20%, 40% and 60%) against the rigid particles. The 

samples are prepared in an oedometer ring having 50 mm 

diameter and 25 mm height (Fig. 1). In the experiments, 

the behaviour of the mixes is quantified in terms of 

constrained modulus and void ratio evolution against the 

applied vertical stress for different percentages of soft 

and different percentages of binder content (for the 

bonded soft-rigid granular mixtures). However, for the 

present analysis, the response of the unbonded mix is 

used. 

In addition to the mechanical responses of the mix, 

the morphological changes in soft rubber particles during 

1D compression are qualitatively analysed through image 

processing using X-ray tomography. In the present study, 

the mixture with 60% soft by volume is chosen to better 

understand the behaviour of the soft particles in the 

mixture. Four strain levels (0%, 8%, 14% and 20%) are 

applied to the sample. Subsequent distances between the 

top and bottom cap of the ring are calculated at each 

strain level using vernier calipers, as shown in Fig. 1. At 

each strain level the sample is mounted at the 

compression chamber, and an X-ray source with energy 

of 140kV and 300 µA with 0.1mm copper (Cu) filter to 

pre-harden the X-ray is used to obtain images of sample. 

X-ray scans are taken at a resolution of 25µm. Median 

filter, region of interest (ROI) filter and beam hardening 

correction are applied during image reconstruction. 

 

 
Figure 1. Experimental setup with strain measurement 

procedure for initial sample 

 

The CT scan images are then sliced to obtain the 

vertical slices at each strain level. A watershed algorithm 

is applied to separate the different phases from the 

original images. This method has proven to be useful to 

separate different phases of granular media (Ahmadi et 

al., 2021).The segmented results can be seen in Fig. 2 

with increasing strain levels. Here, the soft particle is 

represented by black, rigid particles are white, and the 

remaining grey zones are void spaces. It is evident from 

the images that the soft particles tend to deform under 

compressive loading considerably, and hence major 

shape changes occur for these particles. This 

morphological evolution leads to a change in contact 

properties between the soft-soft and soft-rigid contacts. 

In numerical modelling with DEM, the current study 

attempts to model the particle shape and its evolution 

during compression using rolling resistance, which is 

discussed in the subsequent sections. 

 

 
Figure 2. Segmented CT-scan images at different strain levels 

(a) 0% (b) 8% (c) 14% (d) 20%. 

3. DEM Analysis 

This study uses PFC 3D (6.0) (PFC | US Minneapolis 

- Itasca Consulting Group, Inc.) to model the behaviour 

of soft-rigid mixes. Oedometric compression tests are 

simulated by placing the mixtures within a rigid 

cylindrical container of diameter 0.105 m and 0.05 m 

height, similar to the experimental work. The container is 

enclosed with two flat platens. During the compression, 

both platens are moved with a constant velocity of 0.01 

m/s. The velocity is attained gradually to avoid an abrupt 

change in the stress-strain response. The rolling 

resistance contact model is used in the current study to 

simulate the behaviour of the soft-rigid mixes. The 

contact parameters are obtained from the experimental 

analysis by Raessi et al. (2021). Two different mixtures 

(0% and 20% soft particle by volume) are initially 

modelled to determine different contact parameters. This 

is because these contacts are significantly fewer than the 

other contacts in mixtures with low soft particle content 

and hence have a lower impact on the overall stress-strain 

response. In the later part of the study, samples with a 

higher percentage of soft particles (40% and 60%) are 

used for contact analysis. 

3.1 Rolling resistance linear contact model 

The rolling resistance linear contact model is used in 

the current study. Various researchers(Gong et al., 2019; 

Liu et al., 2020) have used this model in the past due to 

its ability to replicate the shape effect of the particles to a 

certain extent. Also, this approach is computationally 

efficient compared to models that generate real particle 

shapes ((Asadi et al., 2018). Four different types of 



 

contact are considered for the present study, namely soft-

soft, rigid-rigid, soft-rigid and wall-particle. It should 

also be noted that separate contact properties are not 

assigned for soft-wall and rigid-wall contacts (Liu et al., 

2020). 

A schematic representation of the rolling resistance 

linear model is shown in Fig. 3. More details on the linear 

contact model, are provided in Cundall & St (1979). 

The rolling resistance contact model updates the force 

and moment according to Eq. (1). 

F� � F� � F�, M� � M	 (1) 

where Fl is the linear and Fd is the dashpot forces. Mr 

represents the rolling resistance moment and is 

incremented as Eq. (2) if the calculated value is less than 

the limiting torque which is obtained from Eq. (3), 

otherwise limiting torque is considered for rolling 

resistance moment calculation. 

M	: � M	 � k	∆θ� (2) 

M∗ � μ	RF�
�  (3) 

∆θb is the relative bend-rotation increment, R is the 

effective contact radius, F�
�  is the linear contact normal 

force and kr is the rolling stiffness which is calculated as 

presented in Eq. (4). 

k	 � k�R� (4) 

 

 
Figure 3. Schematic diagrams of rolling resistance linear 

model. kn and ks are the normal and shear stiffness of the 

linear spring, respectively; βn and βs are the normal and shear 

dashpots, respectively; gs is the surface gap (non-tension 

joint); µ is the friction coefficient; µr is the rolling resistance 

coefficient (Ma et al., 2020) 

 

3.2 Contact parameter calibration 

3.2.1 Particle size distribution (PSD) 

The sample is prepared with spherical particles with 

the same particle size distribution (PSD) as the 

experimental work of Raeesi et al., (2021). The samples 

are prepared using 0%, 20% (Fig. 4(a).), 40% and 60% 

by volume of soft particles. Particles are generated using 

the ball-distribute feature of PFC in two groups, soft and 

rigid particles. The final PSD of the assembly generated 

in PFC for this study can be seen in Fig. 4(b). 

 

 
 

 
Figure 4.  (a) Sample prepared in PFC3D 6.0 (20% soft 

particles content) (b) PSD calibration for soft and rigid 

particles. 

 

3.2.2 Rigid-rigid contact parameters 

A trial-and-error approach is adopted to calibrate all 

the contact parameters (linear stiffness, rolling resistance, 

frictional resistance). Initially, a sample with only the 

rigid particles is prepared to calibrate the rigid-rigid 

contact parameters (Fig. 5(a)). The evolution of 

macroscopic constrained modulus and void ratio against 

the axial stress response of experimental 1D compression 

tests (Raeesi et al., 2021) is compared with the DEM 

predictions for the parameter calibration. The soft-soft 

and soft-rigid contact parameters are calibrated using a 

20% soft particle sample. Raeesi et al. (2021) introduced 

a corrected void ratio definition for soft-rigid mixture 

sample preparation in DEM.  

The parameters that provide the best-fit response are 

listed in Table 1.  
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Figure 5. Calibration of rigid-rigid contact parameters (a) 

Void ratio (b) Constrained Modulus for 0% soft content 

sample. 

 

Table 1. Calibrated contact parameters 

Type of contact 
Rigid-

Rigid 

Soft-

Soft 

Rigid-

Soft 

Particle-

wall 

L
in

ea
r 

G
ro

u
p
 

Coefficient 

of friction 

(µ) 

0.6 0.8 0.5 0 

Effective 

modulus 

(E*, N/m2) 

5×108 5×106 5×108 5×108 

Normal to 

shear 

stiffness 

ratio 

(kn/ks) 

1 1 1 1 

D
as

h
p

o
t 

G
ro

u
p
 

Normal 

critical 

damping 

ratio (βn) 

0.7 0.7 0.7 -- 

Shear 

critical 

damping 

ratio (βs) 

0.7 0.7 0.7 -- 

R
o

ll
in

g
 r

es
is

ta
n

ce
 

g
ro

u
p
 Rolling 

friction 

coefficient 

(µr) 

0.35 1 0.8 -- 

 

 

3.2.3 Rigid-soft contact parameters 

The comparison of numerical and experimental 

results is given in Fig. 6, which shows a good agreement 

between experimental work and DEM. 

 

 
Figure 6.  Calibration of rigid-soft and soft-soft contact 

parameters using 20% soft content (a) Void ratio (b) 

Constrained Modulus. 

A similar procedure adopted for the rigid sample is used 

for the calibrated contact parameters listed in Table 1. 

 

It should be noted that the soft-soft contact stiffness 

is significantly lower than the rigid particle contact. All 

these contact parameters are used to validate the results 

for granular assemblies with 40% and 60% by volume of 

soft particles in a soft-rigid mix (Fig .7). However, unlike 

the samples with 0% and 20% soft particle content, the 

response of sample with 40% and 60% soft particle 

content only qualitatively agrees with the experimental 

response as can be observed in Fig. 7. Such deviation 

may be attributed due to the nonlinear contact stiffness 

which is not accounted for in the present analysis. 
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Figure 7.  Response for 40% and 60% soft particle content 

mixtures (a) Void Ratio (b) Constrained Modulus. 

3.3 Impact of rolling resistance 

In the present study rolling resistance effect as a 

proxy to particle shape is analysed in two ways, constant 

initial rolling resistance for soft particles as part of 

calibration process, and a gradually evolving rolling 

resistance to mimic shape change in soft particles with 

increasing compression. Fig. 5 and 6 compare two 

possible cases of rolling friction for different samples, a 

finite/calibrated rolling friction and zero rolling friction 

case. The results highlight that rolling resistance has an 

immense influence on the response on the soft-rigid 

mixture. A linear contact model with no restraint in the 

particle rotation distinctly underestimates the stiffness of 

the granular mixture. 

 

Fig. 8 demonstrates two rolling friction cases for soft 

particle contacts in 60% soft particle specimen. However, 

any further increase in rolling resistance beyond the 

calibrated values has little influence on the macroscopic 

response of the sample. Further, normal contact force 

share among rigid-rigid, rigid-soft and soft-soft contacts 

are compared for a wide range of rolling friction, starting 

from 0.3 to 2.5 for the soft particles. Fig. 9 indicates that 

for a sample with 60% soft particles, the contact force 

share is unaffected by increasing rolling resistance. An 

additional numerical study with a varying rolling 

resistance is performed to better understand the 

importance of rolling resistance in replicating the 

evolution of soft particle shape. In this process, rolling 

resistance is gradually reduced as the compression 

progresses for the soft particles. This simulation is 

performed to understand if the effect of shape change for 

soft particles during the reduction can be taken care by 

changing rolling resistance alone. 

 

 
Figure 8.  Response of 60% soft particles content mixtures for 

two different rolling resistance (a) void ratio (b) Constrained 

Modulus. 

 
Figure 9.  Contact force share with different rolling resistance 

for sample with 60% soft particles. 

3.4 Particle rotation analysis 

Particle rotation (spin) is captured during 

compression for the constant and varying rolling 

resistance cases. Particle rotation is calculated as the 

angular velocity in radians/sec. Multiple soft particles 

from different parts of the sample are tracked. It is 

observed that the rotational velocity gradually reduces 

with compression in both cases, and the magnitude of 

particle rotation for both cases is nearly similar (Fig. 10) 

at a higher compression level (>200 kPa). 
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Figure 10.  Particle spin analysis with increasing 

compression. 

Rolling friction is found to be an essential factor for 

simulating soft-rigid sample response to some extent. 

However, such an effect is insignificant beyond a certain 

magnitude of rolling friction. In addition, varying rolling 

friction is also found ineffective. This observation may 

happen because, in 1-D compression, particle rotation is 

limited, unlike other shear-induced loading scenarios. 

The mixture response with the proposed calibration, 

especially for higher soft particle content, indicates a 

qualitative agreement between the experimental and 

numerical results. The results can be further improved by 

utilizing non-linear contact stiffness and rolling friction. 

4. Conclusions and future scope 

It is evident from the CT-scan images that the soft 

particles deform significantly under compressive 

loading. This changes the contact properties between 

soft-soft, and soft-rigid contacts. The DEM simulation 

presented here indicates that rolling resistance is a simple 

way to consider the shape of the granular particles in 

DEM. The adopted contact model better predicts the 

behaviour of these unconventional mixtures than the 

simple linear contact models with sliding friction alone. 

However, results indicate that rolling friction can 

improve the prediction only to a certain extent. In order 

to enhance the evolving contact stiffness of soft particles, 

a more sophisticated contact model along with rolling 

friction is necessary. Hence, the numerical and 

experimental observations agree with the lower soft 

particle content sample in the present analysis. Detailed 

shapes must be performed for the higher soft content 

samples to better match the experimental and numerical 

results. For the future scope of the study, two ways to 

predict the behaviour of such mixtures are recommended. 

1) to find a direct correlation between particle shape and 

rolling friction and 2) using real-shaped particles from 

CT scan images and preparing soft particles as flexible. 
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